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"A true master of his craft... this work has real substance" - JUICE Magazine (Europe's largest Hip-Hop

publication). When banging beats meet raw lyrics: fusing the sounds of Golden Age Hip Hop with modern

urban productions. 26 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, HIP HOP/RAP: Alternative Hip Hop Details:

"Another producer talent shoots out of nowhere: For less than two years the young man behind Anno

Domini Beats has been honing his production skills, yet Adrian from Munich  unnoticed by the local scene

 has already made his mark. US underground cats like Immortal Technique, MF Grimm and Sabac Red

are all on the 21-year-olds client list, and his 26 track deep debut album is brim full with features from

overseas (...) Adrian obviously has a love for epic-sounding sample-based beats, not caring about

production trends in 2005, and its obvious that he is a master of his craft. Take for example an imposing,

end-of-days orchestral bombshell like 'Back In The Day' or the haunting choirs of 'End Of Time'  on any

given Jedi Mind Tricks or Non Phixion album Adrians productions would definitely be amongst the better

tracks (...) this work has real substance. Especially noteworthy is also the damn-straight killer snare on

'Cold Outside', and with that we really should wrap up the tirade of praise." - JUICE Magazine (Europe's

largest Hip-Hop publication) The most diverse producer in the game... AD a.k.a. Anno Domini Beats is a

21 year old Hip Hop producer straight out of Munich, Germany. Clocking up several million song plays

online he has been on the radar of several labels but prefers to strike his own path towards underground

infamy. Anno Domini productions are all about coming with that next level sound, a mix of original

compositions and samples with styles ranging from dirty horrorcore to bumping street anthems, right

down to RnB club joints.
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